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BIOGRAPHY 
Left/Right (Chris Lund and Justin Russell) have had a passion for sharing and listening to electronic
music since their youth. The two met in 2000 and quickly started their first residency, "Metamorphosis,"
playing a unique blend of edgy dance music in the heart of Deep Ellum. They immediately began
throwing larger events and became actively involved in djing and promoting with Dallas’s finest
production team: Full Access. Before long, L&R was being booked regularly throughout the metroplex
and out of state: for large electronic music festivals, on the air, and for their mesmerizing video sets. 

With degrees both in music composition and audio engineering, the duo began consistently producing
breaks in early 2007 and soon saw their first release in the beginning of 2008. After charting as a breaks
best seller, Left/Right’s music was finally being heard all over the world. With the unique ability to
integrate their own original production and personal style, L/R’s dj sets are always packed with
adrenaline, rocking, and precise. 

Left/Right has just released a new remix of Retroid's "Everyday Hero" and is currently finishing two
remixes, a new original breaks tune, and several new dj mixes for the air and download. They are
constantly involved in various musical collaborations and collecting new tunes. Chris and Justin love
electronic music… and want to share their music with you. 

OUT NOW on Beatport 
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FREE DOWNLOADS 
http://i244.photobucket.com/albums/gg11/djs_leftandright/tingsshutupandletmego-1.jpg 
The Ting Tings - Shut Up And Let Me Go (Left/Right Remix) 

http://i244.photobucket.com/albums/gg11/djs_leftandright/santogold-2.jpg 
Santogold - L.E.S. Artistes (Left/Right Remix) 

for more free downloads of our remixes and dj mixes visit: 
www.chrisbrokeit.com/LeftRight 
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excuse us...meant to put this in the introductions section. :/ 

sorry! and thanks. :)
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